
Ative Learning Strategies: a ase study fordetetion of emotions in speehAlexis Bondu, Vinent Lemaire, and Barbara PoulainR&D Frane Teleom,TECH/EASY/TSI2 avenue Pierre Marzin 22300 LannionAbstrat. Mahine learning indiates methods and algorithms whihallow a model to learn a behavior thanks to examples. Ative learninggathers methods whih selet examples used to build a training set for thepreditive model. All the strategies aim to use the less examples as possi-ble and to selet the most informative examples. After having formalizedthe ative learning problem and after having loated it in the literature,this artile synthesizes in the �rst part the main approahes of ativelearning. Taking into aount emotions in Human-mahine interationsan be helpful for intelligent systems designing. The main di�ulty, forthe oneption of alls enter's automati shunting system, is the ost ofdata labeling. The last setion of this paper propose to redue this ostthanks to two ative learning strategies. The study is based on real dataresulting from the use of a voal stok exhange server.1 IntrodutionAtive learning methods ome from a parallel between ative eduational meth-ods and learning theory. The learner is from now a statistial model and nota student. The interations between the student and the teaher orrespondto the opportunity (possibility) to the model to interat with a human expert.The examples are situations used by the model to generate knowledge on theproblem.Ative learning methods allow the model to interat with its environmentby seleting the more �informative� situations. The purpose is to train a modelwhih uses as litle as possible examples. The elaboration of the training set isdone in interation with a human expert to maximize progress of the model. Themodel must be able to detet the more informative examples for its learning andto ask to the expert: �what should be done in these situations�.The purpose of this paper is to present two main ative learning approahesfound in the state of the art. These approahes are presented in a generi waywithout onsidered a kind of model (the one whih learns using examples deliv-ered by the expert after every of its requests). Others approahes exist but theyare not presented in this paper although referenes are given for the reader whowould be interested in.



The next setion of this paper introdue the topi, formalize ative learning ina generi way and establish mathematial notations used. The aim of this setionis to plae ative learning among others statistial learning methods (supervised,unsupervised...). The fourth setion presents in details two main ative learningapproahes. These two strategies are then used in the �fth setion on a realproblem. Finally the last setion is a disussion on question open in this paper.2 Ative Learning2.1 General remarksThe objetive of statistial learning (unsupervised, semi-supervised, supervised1)is to �inulate� a behavior to a model using observations (examples) and alearning algorithm. The observations are points of view on the problem to beresolved and onstitute the learning data. At the end of the training stage themodel has to generalize its learning to unseen situations in a �reasonable� way.For example let's imagine a model whih try to detet �happy� and �unhappy�people from passport photo. If the model realizes good preditions for unseenpeople during its training stage then the model orretly generalize.Charateristis of used data hange depending on the learning mode. Un-supervised learning is a method of mahine learning where a model is �t toobservations. It is distinguished from supervised learning by the fat that thereare no a priori outputs on data. The learner has to disover itself orrelationsbetween examples whih are shown to it. In ase of the example above (�happy�/ �unhappy� people), the model is trained using passport photos deprive of labeland has no indiation on what we try to make it learn. Among unsupervisedlearning methods one �nds lustering methods [2℄ and assoiation rules methods[3℄. Semi-supervised learning [4℄ is a lass of tehniques that makes use of bothlabeled and unlabeled data for training; typially a small amount of labeled dataand a large amount of unlabeled data. Among possible utilization of this learningmode, we ould distinguish (i) semi-supervised lustering whih tries to groupsimilar instanes but using information given by the small amount of labeleddata [5℄ and (ii) semi-supervised lassi�ation [6℄ whih is based �rst on labeleddata to elaborate a �rst model and then unlabeled data to improve the model.Supervised learning is a mahine learning tehnique for reating a funtionfrom training data. The training data onsist of pairs of input objets (typiallyvetors), and desired outputs. The output of the funtion an be a ontinuousvalue (alled regression), or an predit a lass label of the input objet (alledlassi�ation). The task of the supervised learner is to predit the value of thefuntion for any valid input objet after having seen a number of training exam-ples (i.e. pairs of input and target output). In ase of the illustrative exampleabove, examples would be passport photos assoiated to labels �happy� or �un-happy�.1 Reinforement learning is not presented here, reader interested ould read [1℄



At last, ative learning, as the name suggests, is a type of learner whih isless passive than the others desribed above. This strategy allows the model toonstrut its own training set in interation with a human expert. The learn-ing starts with few desired outputs (lass labels for lassi�ation or ontinuousvalue for regression). Then, the model selets examples (without desired out-puts) that it onsiders the more informative and asks to the human expert theirdesired outputs. In ase of the illustrative example, the model asks lass labelsof passport photos presented to the human expert. In this paper, we restritative learning to lassi�ation but it is obvious that our presentation of ativelearning strategies an be transpose for regression.Ative learning is di�erent from all others learning methods beause it inter-ats with its environment; the examples are not randomly hosen. Ative learningstrategies allow the model to learn faster (the learner rih the best performanesusing less data) onsidering �rst the more informative examples. This approahis more spei�ally attrative when data are expensive to obtain or to label.2.2 Two possible senariosThe distintion between raw data and data desriptors (whih are assoiated) isimportant. In the illustrative example above, the raw data are passport photosand the data desriptors are attributes desribing the photos (pixel, luminosity,ontrasts, et.). The model makes the predition of the lass �happy� or �un-happy� to every vetor of desriptors. The elaboration of desriptors from rawdata is not always bijetive; sometimes it is impossible to ompose raw data us-ing list of desriptors. Adaptive sampling and seletive sampling, whih are thetwo main senarios to set ative learning [7℄, use respetively �data desriptors�and �raw data�.In the ase of adaptive sampling [8℄ the model requires of expert labelsorresponding to vetors of desriptors. The model is not restrited and an ex-plore all the spae of variations of the desriptors, searhing area to be sampledmore �nely. Adaptive sampling an pose problem in its implementation when itis di�ult to know if the vetors of desriptors (generated by the model) havea meaning with respet to the initial problem. Let us suppose that the modelrequires the label assoiated with the vetor [10, 4, 5..., 12]. Does this vetor or-respond to a set of desriptors whih represent a passport photo, a human faephoto, a �ower or something else?In the ase of seletive sampling [9℄, the model observes only one restritedpart of the universe materialized by training examples stripped of label. Con-sequently, the input vetors seleted by the model always orrespond to a rawdata. The image of a �bag�� of instanes for whih the model an ask labelsassoiated (to the examples in the bag) is usually used. The model requires thelabel assoiated with the vetor [10, 4, 5..., 12] whih orresponds to a passportphoto.



Emotion detetion is a problem where it is easy to obtain a great numberof unlabeled examples and for whih labeling is expensive. Therefore, from nowthe point of view of seletive sampling is only onsidered. In pratie, the hoieof seletive or adaptive sampling depends primarily on the appliability wherethe model is authorized, or not, �to generate� new examples.2.3 Notations
M ∈ M is the preditive model whih is trained thanks to an algorithm L.
X ⊆ R

n represents all the possible input examples of the model and x ∈ X is apartiular examples. Y is the set of the possible outputs (answers) of the model;
y ∈ Y a lass label2 related (assoiated) to x ∈ X.During its training, the model observes (see Figure 1) only one part Φ ⊆ Xof the universe. The set of examples is limited and the labels assoiated to theseexamples are not neessarily known. The set of examples where the labels areknown (at a step of the training algorithm) is alled Lx and the set of exampleswhere the labels are unknown is alled Ux with Φ ≡ Ux ∪ Lx and Ux ∩ Lx ≡ ∅.The onept whih is learned an be seen as a funtion, f : X → Y, with f(x1)is the desired answer of the model for the example x1 and f̂ : X → Y the obtainedanswer of the model; an estimation of the onept. The elements of Lx and theassoiated labels onstitute a training set T . The training examples are pairs ofinput vetors and desired labels suh as (x, f(x)) : ∀x ∈ Lx, ∃!(x, f(x)) ∈ T .

Fig. 1. Notations
2 The word �label� is used here for a disrete value in lassi�ation problems or aontinuous value in regression problems.



3 Ative Learning Methods3.1 IntrodutionThe problem of seletive sampling was posed formally by Muslea [10℄ (see Algo-rithm 1). It uses an utility funtion, Utility(u,M), whih estimates the utility ofan example u for the training of the modelM. Thanks to this funtion, the modelpresents to the expert examples for whih it hopes the greatest improvement ofits performanes.The Algorithm 1 is generi insofar as only the funtion Utility(u,M) mustbe modi�ed to express a partiular ative learning strategy. How to measure theinterest of an example will be disuss now.Considering:
• M a preditive model provided with a training algorithm L
• Ux et Lx the sets of examples respetively not labeled and labeled
• n the desired number of training examples
• T the training set with ‖T‖ < n

• U : X×M → ℜ the funtion whih estimates the utility of an example forthe training of the modelRepeat(A) Train the model M thanks to L and T (and possibly Ux).(B) Look the example suh as q = argmaxu∈Ux U(u,M)(C) Withdraw q of Ux and ask the label f(q) to the expert.(D) Add q to Lx and add (q, f(q)) to Tuntil ‖T‖ < nAlgorithm 1: Seletive sampling, Muslea 20023.2 Unertainty samplingUnertainty sampling is an ative learning strategy [11, 12℄ whih is based onon�dene that the model has in its preditions. The model used must be ableto estimate the reliability of its answers, to provide the probabilities, yj , toobserve eah lass (j) for an examples u. Thus the model an make a preditionhoosing the most probable lass for u. The hoie of new examples to be labeledproeeds in two steps:
• the model available at the iteration t is used to predit the labels of theunlabeled examples;
• examples with the more unertain predition are seleted.The unertainty of a predition an also be de�ned using a threshold ofdeision. For example (see Figure 2) if the model gives answers between 0 and 1



a threshold is de�ned to take a deision and say whih examples will be lassi�ed0 and those whih will be lassi�ed 1. The loser an answer of the model is tothe threshold of deision, the more unertain is the deision.This �rst approah has the advantage to be intuitive, easy to implement andfast. The unertainty sampling shows its limits however when the problem to besolved is not separable by the model. Indeed, this strategy will tend to seletthe examples to be labeled in mixture zones, where there is nothing any moreto learn.

Fig. 2. A binary lassi�ation problem: the boundary plotted represents the thresholdof deision. Level sets are plotted too and their distanes from the boundary lines indi-ate the unertainty. Unlabeled data lose to the boundary line are the more unertainand will be seleted to be labeled by the expert.3.3 Risk redutionThe purpose of this approah is to redue the generalization error, E(M), of themodel [13℄. It hooses examples to be labeled so as to minimize this error. Inpratie this error annot be alulated beause the distribution of the examples,
X, is unknown. However it an be write, at an iteration t, using a loss funtion(Loss(Mt, x)) whih evaluates the error of the model for a given example x ∈ Xsuh as:

E(Mt) =

∫

X

Loss(Mt, x)P (x)dxThe same model at the next iteration t + 1 is de�ned as: Mt+1
(x⋄,y⋄). Thismodel takes into aount a new training example: (x⋄, y⋄). For real problems, theoutput of the model y⋄ is unknown sine x⋄ is a not labeled data. To estimate thegeneralization error at t+1, all the possibilities of the Y set have to be onsideredand to be balaned using their probability to be observed. The generalization



error expeted is therefore:
E(Mt+1

x⋄ ) =

∫

X

∫

Y

P (y|x⋄)Loss(Mt+1
(x⋄,y), x)P (x)dxdyThis strategies selets the example q whih minimizes E(Mt+1

x⋄ ). One la-beled, this example is inorporated to the training set. Step by step this proe-dure tries to elaborate an optimal training set.Niholas Roy [9℄ shows how to bring this strategy into play sine all theelements of X are not known. He uses an uniform prior for P (x) whih gives :
Ê(Mt) =

1

‖Lx‖

‖Lx‖∑

i=1

Loss(Mt, xi)This strategy, where di�erent loss funtions an be used, is summarized inthe algorithm 2. The model is, for all examples i, trained several times (||Y||times), to estimate Ê(Mt+1
(xi,yj)

). The example i whih minimizes the expetedloss funtion (Ê(Mt+1
(xi)

)) will be inorporated in the training set.Considering:
• M a preditive model provided with a training algorithm L
• Ux and Lx the sets of examples respetively not labeled and labeled
• n the desired number of training examples
• T the training set with ‖T‖ < n

• Y the label set whih an be given to the examples of Ux

• Loss : M → ℜ the generalization error
• Err : Ux × M → ℜ the expeted generalization error for the model Mtrained with an additional example, T ∪ (xi, f(xi))Repeat(A) Train the model M thanks to L and TFor all examples xi ∈ Ux doFor all label yj ∈ Y doi) Train the model Mi,j thanks to L and (T ∪ (xi, yj))ii) Compute the generalization error bE(Mt+1

(xi,yj))end ForCompute the generalization error
bE(Mt+1

xi
) =

P
yj∈Y

bE(Mt+1
(xi,yj∗)

).P (yj |xi)end For(B) Look for the example q = argminu∈Ux
bE(Mt+1

xi
)(C) Withdraw q of Ux ans ask the label f(q) to the expert.(D) Add q to Lx and add (q, f(q)) to Tuntil ‖T‖ < nAlgorithm 2: Apprentissage atif �optimal�, de Niholas Roy 2000



A example of use of this strategy is presented in [14℄ where X. Zhu estimatesthe generalization error (E(M)) using the empirial risk:
Ê(M) = R(M) =

N∑

n=1

∑

yj∈Y

1{f(ln) 6=yj} P (yj|ln)P (ln) with ln ∈ Lxwhere f is the model whih estimates the probability that an example belongto a lass (a Parzen window [15℄ in [14℄), P (yi|ln) the real probability to observethe lass yi for the example ln ∈ Lx, 1 the indiating funtion equal to 1 if
f(ln >) 6= yi and equal to 0 if not. Therefor R(M) is the sum of the probabilitiesthat the model makes a bad deision on the training set (Lx).Using an uniform prior to estimate P (ln):

R̂(M) =
1

N

N∑

n=1

∑

yj∈Y

1{f(ln) 6=yj} P̂ (yj |ln)The expeted ost for any single example u (u ∈ Ux) added to the trainingset (for binary lassi�ation problem) is then:
R̂(M+u) =

∑

yj∈Y

P̂ (yj |u)R̂(M+(u,yj)) with u ∈ Ux3.4 DisussionBoth strategies desribed above are not the only ones whih exist. The readeran see a third main strategy whih is based on Query by Committee [16, 17℄and a fourth one where authors fous on a model approah to ative learning ina version-spae of onepts [18�20℄.4 Appliation of ative learning to detetion of emotionin speeh4.1 IntrodutionThanks to reent tehniques of speeh proessing, many automati phone allenters appear. These voal servers are used by ustomers to arry out varioustasks onversing with a mahine. Companies aim to improve their ustomer'ssatisfation by redireting them towards a human operator, in the event of di�-ulty. The shunting of unsatis�ed users amounts deteting the negative emotionsin their dialogues with the mahine, under the assumption that a problem of di-alogue generates a partiular emotional state in the subjet.The detetion of expressed emotions in speeh is generally onsidered as asupervised learning problem. The detetion of emotions is limited to a binarylassi�ation sine taking into aount more lasses rises problem of the objetiv-ity of labeling task [21℄. The aquisition and the labeling of data are expensivein this framework. Ative learning an redue this ost by labeling only theexamples onsidered to be informative for the model.



4.2 Charaterization of dataThis study is based on a previous work [22℄ whih haraterizes voal exhanges,in optimal way, for the lassi�ation of expressed emotions in speeh. The obje-tive is to ontrol the dialogue between users and a voal server. More preisely,this study deals the relevane of variables desribing data, aording to the de-tetion of emotions.The used data result from an experiment involving 32 users who test a stokexhange servie implemented on a voal server. Aording to the users point ofview, the test onsists in managing a virtual wallet of stok options, the goal isto realize the strongest pro�t. The obtained voal traes onstitute the orpusof this study: 5496 �speeh turns� exhanged with the mahine. Speeh turnsare haraterized by 200 aousti variables, desribing variations of the soundintensity, variations of voie height, frequeny of eloution... et. Data are alsoharaterized by 8 dialogial variables desribing the rank of a speeh turn ina given dialogue (a dialogue ontains several speeh turn), the duration of thedialogue... Eah speeh turn is manually labeled as arrying positive or negativeemotions.The subset of the most informative variables with respet to the detetion ofexpressed emotions in speeh is given thanks to a naive Bayesian seletor [23℄.At the beginning of this proess (the seletion of the most informative variables),the set of attributes is empty. The attribute whih most improves the preditivequality of the model is then added at eah iteration. The algorithm stops whenthe addition of attributes does not improve any more the quality of the model.Finally, 20 variables were seleted to haraterize voal exhanges. In this artile,used data result from the same orpus and from this previous study. So, everyspeeh turnis haraterized by 20 variables.4.3 The hoie of the modelThe large range of models able to solve lassi�ation problems (and sometimesthe great number of parameters useful to use them) may represent di�ultiesto measure the ontribution of a learning strategy. A Parzen window, with aGaussian kernel [15℄, is used in experiments below sine this preditive modeluses a single parameter and is able to work with few examples. The �output� ofthis model is an estimate of the probability to observe the label yj onditionallyto the instane u:
P̂ (yj |u) =

∑N

n=1 1{f(ln)=yj} K(u, ln)
∑N

n=1 K(u, ln)
avec ln,∈ Lx et u ∈ Ux ∪ Lx (1)where

K(u, ln) = e
||u−ln||2

2σ2The optimal value (σ2=0.24) of the kernel parameter was found thanks toa ross-validation on the average quadrati error, using the whole of available



training data [24℄. Thereafter, this value is used to �x the Parzen window pa-rameter. The results obtained by this model (using the whole of training data)are similar with the previous results obtained by a naive Bayesian lassi�er [22℄.Consequently, Parzen windows are onsidered satisfying and valid for the follow-ing ative learning proedures. Kernel methods and loser neighbors methodsare usually used in lassi�ation of expressed emotions in speeh [25℄.The model must be able to assign a label f̂(u) to an input data u, so adeision threshold noted T h(Lx) is alulated at eah iteration. This thresholdminimizes the error of the model3 on the available training set. The label at-tributed is f̂(un) = 1 if {P̂ (y1|un) > T h(Lx)}, else f̂(un) = 0. Sine the singleparameter of the Parzen window is �xed, the training stage is redued to ountinstanes (within the meaning of the Gaussian kernel). The strategies of exam-ples seletion, without being in�uened by the training of the model, are thusomparable.4.4 Used Ative Learning strategiesTwo Ative learning strategies are onsidered in this paper; the ative learningstrategy whih tries to redue the generalization error of the model and thestrategy onsists in seleting the instane for whih the predition of the modelis most unertain have been tested.For the �rst strategy the Parzen window estimates P (yi|ln). The empirialrisk is approximated adopting a uniform a priori on the P (ln). The purpose isto selet the unlabeled instane ui ∈ Ux whih will minimize the risk of thenext iteration. R(M+un) the �expeted� risk resulting from the labeling of theinstane un (iteration t + 1) is estimated. Available labeled data are used to dothis estimation when the assumption f(un) = y1 [resp f(un) = y0℄ to estimate
R̂(M+(un,y1)) [resp R̂(M+(un,y0)) ℄ is done.For the seond strategy the unertainty of a predition is maximum whenthe output probability of the model approahes the deision threshold.Apart from these two ative strategies, a �stohasti� approah whih uni-formly selets the examples aording to their probability distribution is onsid-ered. This last approah play a role of referene used to measure the ontributionof the ative strategies.4.5 ResultsThe presented results ome from several experiments on previous learning strate-gies. Eah experiment has been done �ve times4. At the beginning of the exper-iments, the training set is only onstituted by two examples (one positive andone negative) seleted randomly. At eah iteration, ten examples are seleted to3 The used error measurement is the �Balaned Error Rate�, for more details see setion4.54 the nathes on the urves of the �gure 3 orrespond to 4 times the variane of theresults (±2σ).



be labeled and added to the training set. The onsidered lassi�ation problem,here, is unbalaned: there are 92% of �positive or neutral� emotions and 8% of�negative� emotions. To observe orretly the lassi�ation pro�ts (when addinglabeled examples), the model evaluation is done using the area under ROC urve(AUC) on the test set5. A ROC urve is alulated from the detetion rate ofa single lass. Conseently, we use the sum of the AUCs weighted by referenelass's prevalene in the data.
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Fig. 3. Fous of the results on the test using [0:1200℄ training examplesThe �risk redution� is the strategy whih maximizes the quality of the modelfor a number of training examples in the range [2:100℄. Between 100 and 700the strategy based on unertainty wins. After 600 training examples the threestrategies onverge to the optimal AUC (Area Under Ro Curve).The two ative strategies allow obtaining faster than the random strategy theoptimal result (the optimal AUC is 0.84 using the whole training set). The useof ative learning is positive in this real problem. However the results obtainedraise questions whih will detailed in the next setion.5 The test set inlude 1613 examples and the training set 3783 examples



5 Disussion and onlusionThis paper shows the interest of ative learning for a �eld where aquisition andlabeling of data are partiularly expensive. Obtained results show that ativelearning is relevant for the detetion of expressed emotions in speeh. But what-ever the strategy onsidered (even the two strategies evoked in setion 3.4 butnot derailed in this paper) several question exist and an be raised:� evaluation - The quality of an ative strategy is usually represented by aurve assessing the performane of the model versus the number of trainingexamples labeled (see Figure 3). The performane riterion used an takeseveral di�erent ways aording to the problem. This type of urve allowsonly omparisons between strategies in a puntual way, i.e. for a point onthe urve (a given number of training examples). If two urves pass eahother (as in the Figure 3, it is impossible to determine if a strategy is betterthan another (on the total set of training examples). The elaboration ofa riterion whih measures the ontribution of a strategy ompared to therandom strategy on the whole data set should be interesting. This point willbe disussed in a future paper.� test set - Ative learning strategies are, often, used when data aquisition isexpensive. Therefore, in pratie, a test set is not available (otherwise it anbe used to the training) and the evaluation of the model during a strategyis di�ult to implement.� stopping riterion - The maximal number of examples to labeled, or anestimation of the progress of the model, an be used to stop the algorithm.This is very link to the use of a test set or the model employed. For examplein the Figure 3 the strategy based on the risk gives the same results when15 examples have been labeled than results using all the available data.In this ase the ost using 15 examples and 600 will be not the same... Agood riterion should be independent of the model and of a test set. Atualexperiments (not yet published) will allow us to propose a riterion of thistype at the end of 2007.� number of examples to be labeled : the state of the art seems to inor-porate an only one example at eah step of the strategy. But in real ase theexpert is a human and when the model needs time to learn at eah iterationof the strategy this ould be not e�ient. Sometimes more than one examplemust be inorporated. This aspet has been a litle bit studied in [26℄ but ithas to be more analyse in the future.� unertain environment - If an answer ould be given to the points abovethen ative strategies ould be used for on-line learning in an unertain en-vironment. For example to tag part of graph (graph here is soial network).When writing this paper we hope that this point will aepted and inorpo-rated in a proposition sent to a Frenh Projet (and �naned by the FrenhNational Ageny of Researh (ANR)) grouping industrial and universities.Generally, ative learning strategies estimate the utility of training examples.These riteria ould be used for on-line training. The training set would be



onsisted of the N examples the more �useful� seen until now (with N �xed).This approah would be able to onsider non stationary problems and it is ableto train a model whih adapts itself to the variations of the observed system.For the detetion of expressed emotions in speeh ould be treated by a doublestrategy reduing the ost linked to the data : (i) a variables seletion allowing topreserve only the neessary and su�ient harateristis for lassi�ation; (ii) anexamples seletion allowing to preserve only useful instanes for training. Thiswill be explored in future work.Referenes1. Harmon, M.: Reinforement learning: a tutorial. http://eureka1.aa.wpafb.af.mil/rltutorial/ (1996)2. Jain, A.K., Murty, M.N., Flynn, P.J.: Data lustering: a review. ACM ComputingSurveys 31(3) (1999) 264�3233. Jamy, I., Jen, T.Y., Laurent, D., Loizou, G., Sy, O.: Extration de règlesd'assoiation pour la prédition de valeurs manquantes. Revue Afriaine de laReherhe en Informatique et Mathématique Appliquée ARIMA Spéial CARI04(2005) 103�1244. Chapelle, O., Shölkopf, B., Zien, A.: Semi-Supervised Learning. MIT Press,Cambridge, MA (in press) (2006) http://www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/ssl-book/ssl_to.pdf.5. Cohn, D., Caruana, R., MCallum, A.: Semi-supervised lustering with user feed-bak. Tehnial Report 1892, Cornell University (2003)6. Chapelle, O., Zien, A.: Semi-supervised lassi�ation by low density separation.In Proeedings of the Tenth International Workshop on Arti�ial Intelligene andStatistis (2005)7. Castro, R., Willett, R., Nowak, R.: Faster rate in regression via ative learning.In: NIPS (Neural Information Proessing Systems), Vanouver (2005)8. Singh, A., Nowak, R., Ramanathan, P.: Ative learning for adaptive mobile sensingnetworks. In: IPSN '06: Proeedings of the �fth international onferene on In-formation proessing in sensor networks, New York, NY, USA, ACM Press (2006)60�689. Roy, N., MCallum, A.: Toward optimal ative learning through sampling estima-tion of error redution. In: Pro. 18th International Conf. on Mahine Learning,Morgan Kaufmann, San Franiso, CA (2001) 441�44810. Muslea, I.: Ative Learning With Multiple View. Phd thesis, University of southernalifornia (2002)11. Lewis, D., Gale, A.: A sequential algorithm for training text lassi�ers. In Croft,W.B., van Rijsbergen, C.J., eds.: Proeedings of SIGIR-94, 17th ACM Interna-tional Conferene on Researh and Development in Information Retrieval, Dublin,Springer Verlag, Heidelberg (1994) 3�1212. Thrun, S.B., Möller, K.: Ative exploration in dynami environments. In Moody,J.E., Hanson, S.J., Lippmann, R.P., eds.: Advanes in Neural Information Proess-ing Systems. Volume 4., Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, In. (1992) 531�53813. Cohn, D.A., Ghahramani, Z., Jordan, M.I.: Ative learning with statistial models.In Tesauro, G., Touretzky, D., Leen, T., eds.: Advanes in Neural InformationProessing Systems. Volume 7., The MIT Press (1995) 705�712
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